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Abstract. We present a novel built-in self-test (BIST) architecture for high-performance circuits. The proposed
approach is especially suitable for embedding precomputed test sets for core-based systems since it does not require
a structural model of the circuit, either for fault simulation or for test generation. It utilizes a twisted-ring counter
(TRC) for test-per-clock BIST and is appropriate for high-performance designs because it does not add any mapping
logic to critical functional paths. Test patterns are generated on-chip by carefully reseeding the TRC. We show
that a small number of seeds is adequate for generating test sequences that embed complete test sets for the ISCAS
benchmark circuits.

Instead of being stored on-chip, the seed patterns can also be scanned in using a low-cost, slower tester. The
seeds can be viewed as an encoded version of the test set that is stored in tester memory. This requires almost 10X
less memory than compacted test sets obtained from ATPG programs. This allows us to effectively combine high-
quality BIST with external testing using slow testers. As the cost of high-speed testers increases, methodologies that
facilitate testing using slow testers become especially important. The proposed approach is a step in that direction.

Keywords: deterministic BIST, non-intrusive testing, reseeding, scalable BIST, test-per-clock

1. Introduction

A large number of test patterns must be applied to high-
performance circuits in order to detect and diagnose
realistic defects [11]. This can be achieved using a test-
per-clock built-in self-test (BIST) architecture in which
a test pattern is applied to the circuit under test (CUT)
every clock cycle [4, 7, 17] and the test response is
captured by an appropriate response monitoring circuit

∗This research was supported in part by the National Science Foun-
dation under grant no. CCR-9875324.

[2, 3]; see Fig. 1(b). Unfortunately, most existing BIST
methods rely on test-per-scan architectures that serially
load test patterns into the scan chain [10, 13]. In such
test-per-scan methods, as shown in Fig. 1(b), one test
pattern is applied to an n-input CUT every n + 1 cy-
cles. While test-per-clock BIST methods require less
testing time, they introduce mapping logic between the
input scan register and the CUT. The associated per-
formance degradation makes these methods unsuitable
for testing high-performance circuits. For example,
the test-per-clock methods described in [7] and [17]
require combinational mapping logic for transforming
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Fig. 1. Illustration of (a) test-per-clock and (b) test-per-scan BIST.

pseudorandom patterns generated by a linear-feedback
shift-register (LFSR) to useful test patterns targeted at
hard-to-detect faults.

A recently-proposed test-per-clock BIST architec-
ture addresses the problem of applying patterns test-
per-clock to high-performance circuits [4, 5]. It is
based on reconfiguring the input scan register into a
twisted ring counter (TRC), also known as a Johnson
counter. The key idea is to employ reseeding to em-
bed an entire precomputed deterministic test set TD in
a slightly longer test sequence that is applied to the
CUT. The TRC-based test pattern generator can be de-
signed by adding a multiplexer and an inverter to the
serial input of the scan register feeding the CUT. Since
no redesign of the CUT is necessary and no additional
logic is added to the critical paths beyond that required
for scan, this test architecture is especially suitable for
high-performance circuits.

Another test set embedding scheme for scan-BIST
based on a new type of test pattern generator, called
a folding counter, has been recently proposed [9].
A folding counter can be designed using a Johnson
counter with programmable feedback. This archi-
tecture can be easily extended to allow mixed-mode
testing using pseudorandom patterns for detecting the
easy faults. However, the testing time associated with
this method can be very high since it is a test-per-
scan approach. Moreover, this scheme employs test-
width compression using input reduction, which can
adversely impact the place-and-route of the scan flip-
flops.

The TRC-based architecture of [4] offers a num-
ber of additional advantages. The test control logic
is simple and can result in a lower overhead im-
plementation than that required for LFSRs. In addi-
tion, the number of seed bits required is in many
cases less than for previously-published (LFSR-based)

reseeding schemes. Finally, the TRC configuration is
CUT-independent; it can be employed for testing multi-
ple CUTs by simply changing seeds. In fact, this aspect
of the TRC-based architecture can be especially appeal-
ing for BIST tool vendors who tend to prefer generic
BIST circuits that do not have to be tailored to specific
CUTs.

Despite the above advantages, there a number of
ways in which the TRC-based test architecture of [4]
can be improved. Since the seeds are stored on-chip, it
is essential that a very small number of seeds must be
sufficient for embedding TD . Unfortunately, the num-
ber of seeds for the test architecture of [4] is sometimes
too high. Furthermore, the pattern efficiency η in [4],
defined as the number of test patterns applied to the
CUT per clock cycle (0 ≤ η ≤ 1 ), is only 0.75. While
this is significantly higher than the value of η for test-
per-scan methods, even higher pattern efficiency is nec-
essary for effective testing of today’s high-performance
circuits.

In this paper, we present a new BIST architecture
based on the twisted-ring counter. For every seed that
is serially loated into the TRC, O(n2) test patterns are
applied to an n-input CUT. In this way, a smaller num-
ber of seeds is now sufficient for embedding TD . The
seed count is also reduced from [4] since a more ef-
ficient algorithm is now used for seed selection. The
low seed count translates to lower hardware overhead
than in [4]. Furthermore, the pattern efficiency η is
almost one for this test architecture; in fact, η asymp-
totically approaches one as n approaches infinity. Thus,
not only do we achieve complete coverage of modeled
faults, but we also increase the likelihood of detect-
ing non-modeled faults by applying a large number of
patterns to the CUT.

An important potential application of the proposed
method lies in the on-chip generation of precomputed
test patterns for embedded cores with boundary scan.
Such cores usually come with functional or precom-
puted, deterministic test sets [18]. The TRC-based
embedding approach can be used to design a pattern
source for core-level BIST with acceptable area costs,
especially since it does not require a gate-level model
of the CUT. Hence the proposed approach is especially
appealing when fault simulation and test generation for
random-pattern-resistant faults are not feasible. This is
in contrast to mixed-mode BIST methods that require
fault simulation to determine randomtestable faults and
test generation to determine test cubes for random-
resistant faults [9].
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As in [4], the small number of seed patterns for the
TRC can be stored on-chip or scanned in using a low-
cost, slower tester. The patterns derived from the seeds
can then be applied to the CUT. The pattern efficiency
asymptotically approaches one, even if the seeds are
scanned in externally from the tester. This allows us
to effectively combine high-quality BIST with external
testing using slow testers. This is especially important
since the International Technology Roadmap for Semi-
conductors (ITRS) predicts that the cost of high-speed
testers will exceed $20 million by 2010 [11]. While IC
speeds have improved at the rate 30% per year, tester
accuracy has improved at an annual rate of only 12%.
Hence, test methods that can be used with low-cost,
slower testers will become increasingly important in
the near future [1, 14].

Yet another advantage of the proposed method lies
in reduced tester memory. The seeds can be viewed as
an encoded version of the test set that is stored in tester
memory. This requires almost 10X less memory than
compacted test sets derived from automatic test pat-
tern generation (ATPG) programs. This demonstrates
that if the seeds are stored in tester memory, test set
compaction may not always be necessary.

The organization of this paper is as follows.
Section 2 introduces the new TRC-based test architec-
ture. Section 3 addresses the seed selection problem
and describes our seed selection algorithm. Finally,
Section 4 presents experimental results, comparisons
with [4] and [10], and presents some design guidelines
based on the interpretation of experimental results.

2. Test Architecture

In this section, we first review the operation of a
twisted-ring counter (TRC) and then describe the new
TRC-based BIST architecture. An n-bit ring counter
is a group of n flip-flops F1, F2, . . . ,Fn connected as
a shift register, with the output of Fn fed back to the
input of F1. It behaves as a counter with up to n distinct
states, depending on the initial value (seed). The TRC
is a ring counter with an inverter added between the
output of Fn and the input of F1. Depending on the
seed, an n-bit TRC behaves as a counter with up to 2n
distinct states.

The operation of a TRC as a BIST pattern generator
is sketched in Fig. 2. The ROM for storing seeds can
be eliminated if an external tester is used to scan in
the seed patterns. The CUT’s n-bit input register is
configured into a TRC of length n during testing. The

Fig. 2. The TRC-based BIST architecture of [4].

pattern generator operates in two modes, namely the
“shift” and “twist” modes, which correspond to an n-
bit ring counter and TRC, respectively. In [4], the TRC
was clocked for 3n cycles for every seed; see Fig. 3(a).
In this paper, we exploit the fact that a much larger
number of patterns can be generated from a given seed
by clocking the TRC for 2n2 +n cycles. This is shown
in Fig. 3(b) where a total of s seeds are used for test
application.

The test control circuit is derived from a simple
finite-state machine (FSM) with three states—Load,
Twist and Shift. The state diagram for the Moore-
type FSM is shown in Fig. 4. (The Twist state is de-
picted in the state diagram as two substates—Twist1
and Twist2.) Two k-bit counters, k = � log2 n�, with en-
able inputs are required to generate the signals “Twist
Enable” (TE) and “Shift Enable” (SE) that feed the test
control logic. One of these counters is required in any
autonomous scan-based BIST scheme [13]. The con-
trol circuit generates a “Shift-Counter Enable” (SCE)
signal which enables the shift counter.

We now describe the operation of the finite-state ma-
chine.

1. The FSM is initially in the Load state (encoded as
the 00 binary pattern). The seed pattern is serially
loaded into the n-bit scan register in n clock cycles.

2. At the end of the Load operation, TE goes high and
the FSM goes into the Twist state (encoded as two
substates corresponding to the binary patterns 01
and 10, respectively). The content of the input reg-
ister undergoes 2n twists in 2n clock cycles. After
2n cycles, scan register contains the seed pattern.

3. After 2n twists are completed, SCE goes high, and
the FSM goes into the Shift state (encoded as the
11 binary pattern). It remains in this state for only
one clock cycle. A 1-bit shift is performed on the
content of the input register.
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Fig. 3. Pattern generation using a TRC: (a) 3n cycles per seed [4]; (b) the proposed method based on 2n2 + n cycles per seed.

4. The FSM now re-enters the Twist state, and remains
in this state for 2n cycles. This process repeats until
n shift operations are completed, at which point SE
goes high and a new seed is loaded into the input
register.

The 3-state FSM can be implemented using two
flip-flops and a small amount of combinational logic.
An implementation of the control logic is shown in
Fig. 5. In order to verify its functionality, we used
the Mentor Graphics DA tool for schematic entry and
Quicksim for logic simulation. The test control logic is

CUT-independent and scalable. Only the counters have
to be redesigned to account for a different value of k
when n changes.

It can be easily seen that upto 2n2 + n pat-
terns are applied to the CUT for every seed that is
scanned into the input register. This is consider-
ably larger that than 3n patterns that are generated
from a seed in [4]. Even though the test applica-
tion time is increased, the larger number of patterns
applied to the CUT increases the likelihood of de-
tecting non-modeled faults and improves overall test
quality.
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Fig. 4. The finite-state machine for the test control circuit.

Fig. 5. The test control logic for the proposed BIST architecture:
(a) block diagram; (b) detailed schematic diagram.

Note that is it possible that a few of the patterns
generated by the TRC may be repetitions of patterns
already applied to the CUT. However, this seems to oc-
cur rarely. A general characterization of TRC sequence

cycle length for arbitrarily chosen seeds remains an
interesting open problem.

We next evaluate the pattern efficiency of the pro-
posed test architecture. A total of ns cycles are required
for loading s seeds into the scan register. Test patterns
are applied test-per-clock for (2n2 + n)s cycles when
the FSM of Fig. 4 is in the Shift and Twist states. The
pattern efficiency η is therefore given by

η = (2n2 + n)s

(2n2 + n)s + sn
= 1

1 + 1
2n+1

It follows therfore that η is not only high, but it
also rapidly approaches 1 (ideal case) as n increases
(Fig. 6).

The seed patterns can also be scanned in using a
low-cost, relatively slow tester. The patterns derived
from the seeds can then be applied to the CUT. This
allows us to effectively combine highquality BIST with
external testing using slow testers. We now show that
extremely high pattern efficiency is obtained even if
the seeds are stored on a slow, external tester. Let
the tester frequency be fext and let the scan clock fre-
quency be fs . The pattern efficiency η is then given
by

η = (2n2 + n)s/ fs

(2n2 + n)s/ fs + sn/ fext
= 1

1 + fs

(2n+1) fext

Fig. 7 shows that high pattern efficiency can easily be
achieved, even with slow testers. Once again, near-
ideal pattern efficiency is achieved since η → 1 as
n → ∞ for any given fs/ fext ratio.

Fig. 6. Variation of pattern efficiency with the number of inputs n.
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Fig. 7. Variation of pattern efficiency with the number of inputs n
for various fs/ fext ratios.

If the seeds are stored in an on-chip ROM, then the
counter addressing the ROM is clocked at the scan rate
while the scan chain is loaded with a seed pattern. On
the other hand, if the seeds are stored in an external
tester, they must be scanned in at the frequency of the
external tester. This is usually lower than the on-chip
scan frequency. Once the seed is scanned in, the TRC
runs independently of the tester, hence no explict syn-
chronization is required between the TRC clock and
the external tester clock.

3. Seed Selection

In this section, we describe an algorithm for selecting
a small set of seeds that generates all the test patterns
in TD . We first review some terminology and then
present a lower bound on the number of seeds required
for embedding TD .

The transition count of a fully-specified pattern t j is
the sum of the number of 1-to-0 and 0-to-1 transitions
in t j . If t j is defined as the vector b1b2. . . bn then the
transition count TC(t j ) = ∑n−1

i=1 bi ⊕ bi+1. A pattern t j

is compatible with pattern tk if there is no bit position in
t j and tk that are specified and different. For example,
1011X is compatible with X01X0 but is not compatible
with 11X1X because of the conflict in the second bit
position. Finally, a pattern tk lies on the shift cycle of
pattern t j if it can be obtained from t j by performing at
most n consecutive shift operations. Similarly, tk lies
on the twist cycle of t j if it can be obtained from t j by
performing at most 2n consecutive twist operations.

Lemma 1. If a pattern tk lies either on the shift cy-
cle or on the twist cycle of another pattern t j , then
|TC(t j ) − TC(tk) ≤ 1.

Proof: We consider the following three cases:

Case 1. The pattern tk lies on the shift cycle of
t j . Suppose t j = b1b2 . . . bn , and tk is obtained
from t j after i ≤ n shift operations. This implies
that tk = bn−i+1bn−i+2. . .bnb1 . . . bn−i . Now, TC(t j ) =
(b1 ⊕ b2) + (b2 ⊕ b3) + · · · + (bn−1 ⊕ bn) and
T C(tk) = (bn−i+1 ⊕ bn−i+2) + · · · + (b1 ⊕ bn) +
· · · + (bn−i−1 ⊕ bn−i ). Therefore, |TC(t j ) − TC(tk)| =
|(bn−i ⊕ bn−i+1) − (bn ⊕ b1)|. This difference can be
at most 1.

Case 2. The pattern tk lies on the twist cycle
of t j . Suppose t j = b1b2 . . . bn , and tk is obtained
from t j after i ≤ n twist operations. This implies
that tk = b̄n−i+1b̄n−i+2 . . . b̄nb1b2 . . . bn−i . Therefore,
|TC(t j )−TC(tk)| = |(bn−i ⊕bn−i+1)− (b̄n ⊕b1)|, and
once again, this difference can be at most 1.

Case 3. The pattern tk lies on the twist cycle of t j .
Suppose t j = b1b2. . . bn , and tk can be obtained from
t j after n < i ≤ 2n twist operations. Let i = l mod n.
Now, t j = bn−l+1bn−l+2 . . . bnb̄1b̄2 . . . b̄n−1. Therefore,
|T C(t j ) − T C(tk)| = |(bn−l ⊕ bn−l+1) − (bn ⊕ b̄1)|,
and once again, this difference can be at most 1. ✷

Lemma 1 implies that if at most 3n patterns are gen-
erated from a seed as in Fig. 3(a), then two test pat-
terns t j and tk can be derived from the same seed only
if |TC(t j ) − TC(tk)| ≤ 1. This is however only a nec-
essary condition; in fact, we can easily identify pairs
of patterns whose transition counts differ by at most 1,
yet they cannot be derived from the same seed.

A lower bound on the number of seeds can now be
obtained by constructing a graph G(V, E), where the
set of vertices V denotes the test patterns in TD and (t j ,
tk) ∈ E if |TC(t j ) − TC(tk)| > 1. A lower bound on
the number of seeds is equal to the chromatic number
of G, i.e. the number of colors requied for a proper
coloring of G.

In order to determine a lower bound for test sets
that contain partially-specified patterns (test cubes),
we define the maximum transition count TCmax(t j )

and minimum transition count TCmin(t j ) for test pat-
terns t j as follows. The maximum transition count
TCmax(t j ) = TC(t j,1) where t j,1 is obtained from t j by
replacing the subsequences containing don’t-cares in
t j in the following manner:

(i) Replace 1X . . . X0 by 1010. . . 0
(ii) Replace 0X . . . X1 by 0101. . . 1
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(iii) Replace 1X . . . X1 by 1010. . . 1, and
(iv) Replace 0X . . . X0 by 0101. . . 0.

Similarly, TCmin(t j ) = TC(t j,2) where t j,2 is obtained
from t j by replacing the subsequences containing
don’t-cares in t j as follows:

(i) Replace 1X . . . X0 by 111. . . 0
(ii) Replace 0X . . . X1 by 000 . . . 1

(iii) Replace 1X . . . X1 by 111. . . 1, and
(iv) Replace 0X . . . X0 by 000. . . 0.

It can now be easily shown that if two partially-
specified patterns t j and tk are derived from the
same seed, then either TCmin(t j ) − TCmax(tk) ≤ 1 or
TCmin(tk)− TCmax(t j ) ≤ 1.

Recall that in the proposed BIST architecture, we
perform 2n shift operations on each of n patterns that
are obtained by carrying out shift operations on a
seed; see Fig. 3(b). The following theorem, which is
based on Lemma 1, provides a necessary condition for
two patterns to be derived from the same seed during
2n2 + n clock cycles.

Theorem 1. If patterns t j and tk are derived from a
common seed s during the 2n2 + n cycles in which s is
used for pattern generation, then |TC(t j )−TC(tk)| ≤ 3.

Proof: We prove the theorem by considering the fol-
lowing cases:

Case 1. Suppose t j is either the seed s or is obtained
by performing shift operations on s. Suppose tk is also
obtained from s by carrying out shift operations. From
Lemma 1, it follows that since t j and tk lie on the shift
cycle of s, |TC(t j ) − TC(tk)| ≤ 1.

Case 2. Suppose t j is the seed s and t j lies on the
twist cycle of s. Once again, from Lemma 1, it follows
that |TC(t j ) − TC(tk)| ≤ 1. This also holds if t j lies
on the shift cycle of s and tk lies on the twist cycle
of t j .

Case 3. Suppose t j lies on the shift cycle of s and tk
lies on the twist cycle of another pattern ti on the shift
cycle of s. By applying Lemma 1, we obtain |TC(t j )−
TC(ti )| ≤ 1 and |TC(tk) − TC(ti ) ≤ 1. Therefore,
|TC(t j ) − TC(tk)| ≤ 2.

Case 4. Let tu and tv lie on the shift cycle of s and let
t j (tk) lie on the twist cycle of tu (tv). Since

|TC(tu) − TC(tv)| ≤ 1

|TC(tu) − TC(t j )| ≤ 1

|TC(tk) − TC(tv)| ≤ 1

it follows that |TC(t j ) − TC(tk)| ≤ 3. This completes
the proof. ✷

A lower bound on the number of seeds can now be
obtained using graph coloring. For partially-specified
test sets, we can once again determine the maximum
and maximum transition counts by appropriately as-
signing binary values to the don’t-care bits.

We now address the problem of selecting the seeds
to be used for generating test patterns using a TRC.
Note that the problem of determining the smallest set
of seeds is NP-hard since it can be formulated in terms
of clique partitioning. Therefore, we present a heuris-
tic algorithm for determining the seeds in reasonable
time. The seed selection procedure is described in
pseudocode form in Fig. 8.

The heuristic procedure works as follows. An ar-
bitrary ordering is first imposed on the test patterns in
TD . The first (partially-specified) test pattern in the test
set TD is then chosen as the starting seed s. This seed
undergoes 2n twists. If a pattern on the twist cycle is
compatible with a test pattern in TD , the don’t care bits
in the generated pattern (and therefore the don’t-care
bits in s) are appropriately assigned binary values and
the corresponding test pattern is marked as “covered.”
(The objective is to keep as many don’t-care bits unas-
signed as possible since more don’t-cares increase the
likelihood of covering patterns from TD .) This is fol-
lowed by a 1-bit shift operation on s, and the process is
repeated until all n shift operations are carried out. At
the end of n shift operations (complete shift cycle of s),
if there are test patterns that are not yet covered, the first
“unmarked” (partially-specified) test pattern is chosen
as the next seed. The procedure terminates when all
patterns in the test set are covered. The worst-case
complexity of this procedure is O(m2n2).

For example, consider the c17 ISCAS benchmark
circuit with the test set TD shown in Fig. 9. We choose
the first test pattern t1 in the test set as our starting seed.
The pattern obtained by carrying out a 1-bit twist on
t1 is compatible with t9. For this example, the seed
becomes fully-specified at this point. In general how-
ever, several matches will be obtained before all the
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Fig. 8. The seed selection procedure.

don’t-care bits of the seed are assigned to 1s and 0s.
Fig. 9 illustrates the matches obtained as t1 performs
the specified sequence of shifts and twists. All the pat-
terns in TD are covered after 31 cycles, and the pattern
01100 is selected as the seed. The patterns from the
generated sequence that cover test patterns from TD are
shown shaded in the figure.

The above seed selection procedure carefully assigns
binary values to the don’t-care bits in candidate seed
patterns. This is in contrast to the simple procedure of
[4] in which the don’t-cares were randomly assigned
to 1s and 0s. As a result, compared to [4], the number

of seeds is considerably reduced. The reduction in the
seed count can also be partly attributed to the larger
number of patterns generated by the TRC.

4. Experimental Results

In this section, we present experimental results
on the number of seeds required by the proposed
BIST architecture for the ISCAS benchmark circuits.
We only consider circuits that are not completely
tested with 10,000 pseudorandom patterns. We used
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Fig. 9. Illustration of the seed selection algorithm for the c17 benchmark circuit.

partially-specified test sets obtained by instrumenting
the Atlanta ATPG program [15], as well partially-
specified test sets obtained from the Mintest ATPG
program [8]. All these test sets provide 100% cov-
erage of detectable single stuck-at faults. We carried

Table 1. Experimental results on the number of seeds required for the ISCAS 89 circuits. (For our experiments, we used test sets without
dynamic compaction from Mintest.)

Number of Number Number Number Number Number Number
ISCAS 89 primary of test of seeds of bits of bits in of bits in of bits in
circuit inputs (n) patterns (m) (s) (N1) [10], (N2) (N1/N2) [4], (N3) (N1/N3) [9], (N4)

s349 24 126 3 72 98 0.73 96 0.75 N/A

s386 13 120 9 117 466 0.25 69 1.69 N/A

s420 35 161 9 315 689 0.46 455 0.69 588

s510 25 130 4 100 218 0.46 125 0.80 N/A

s526 24 207 7 168 568 0.29 264 0.64 N/A

s641 54 231 6 324 672 0.48 594 0.55 288

s713 54 220 8 432 686 0.63 648 0.67 270

s820 23 253 11 253 949 0.27 414 0.61 N/A

s832 23 255 11 253 933 0.27 437 0.58 N/A

s838 67 319 31 2077 2013 1.03 2144 0.97 493

s953 45 256 8 360 796 0.45 855 0.42 1083

s1196 32 346 15 480 1578 0.30 1248 0.38 1178

s1238 32 360 25 800 1614 0.50 960 0.90 1850

s5378 214 1458 18 3852 3973 0.97 N/A N/A 3180

s9234 247 1928 50 12350 10426 1.18 N/A N/A 8342

s13207 700 3237 2 1400 7684 0.18 N/A N/A 3471

s15850 611 3920 11 6721 9302 0.72 N/A N/A 7498

s38417 1664 10771 19 31616 37622 0.84 N/A N/A 35500

s38584 1464 13468 22 32208 13062 2.47 N/A N/A 7298

out our experiments on an Ultra-10 Sun Workstation
with a 333 MHz processor and 128 MB of DRAM.

The seeds may either be stored in a ROM as in
[10], or generated using combinational logic as in
[7, 17]. Note that [10] is test-per-scan techniques, while
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Table 2. Experimental results on the number of seeds for the (a)
Mintest test sets with dynamic compaction, (b) Atalanta test sets.

Number of Number of Number
ISCAS 89 primary test of seeds
circuit inputs (n) patterns (m) (s)

s349 24 15 7

s386 13 64 9

s400 24 28 8

s420 35 51 16

s510 25 61 3

s526 24 55 16

s641 54 26 13

s713 54 26 14

s820 23 104 15

s832 23 109 14

s838 67 86 25

s953 45 88 10

s1196 32 139 21

s1238 2 152 24

s5378 214 111 37

s9234 247 159 70

s13207 700 236 32

s15850 611 126 43

s349 24 85 3

s386 13 102 6

s400 24 96 2

s420 35 129 8

s510 25 103 5

s526 24 160 7

s641 54 200 9

s713 54 192 8

s820 23 195 9

s838 67 257 15

s953 45 227 9

s1196 32 291 17

s1238 32 164 16

s9234 247 1521 33

[7, 17] are test-per-clock methods. We present our re-
sults in Tables 1 and 2. In addition, Table 1 provides
a comparison with the results presented in [4, 9, 10].
Note however that the technique described in [10]: (a)
implements a mixed-mode approach, (b) is targeted at
scan-based-BIST using LFSRs, and (c) has more com-
plex feedback and control logic. We also compare our

results with the test-per-clock TRC reseeding approach
presented in [4].

The number of bits that need to be stored for the
proposed method (N1) is lower than in [10] (N2) for
most of the full-scan versions of the ISCAS 89 circuits,
even though the total number of test patterns embedded
is higher than the number of patterns embedded in [10].
For the benchmark circuits considered the proposed
method requires on average 31% less bits than in [10]
and 26% less bits than in [4] for storing seeds. The
proposed method also requires less bits than [9] for
storing seeds for a number of circuits. We do not report
results for the ISCAS 85 circuits since our method does
not improve on the results reported in [10]. Our test
sets for the ISCAS 85 circuits have relatively few don’t
cares, therefore more seeds are needed for deterministic
testing. Except for the last four circuits in Table 1,
the CPU time for determining the seeds is less than
6 seconds. For the four larger circuits, the CPU time
is higher (of the order of a few hours); however, this
is only a one-time cost incurred during design. We
are nevertheless improving the efficiency of the seed
selection procedure by pruning the search space using
our lower bound results.

The number of seeds is also considerably less than
in the TRC-based reseeding method of [4]. The trade
off involved here is a corresponding increase in the test
application time. This is described in more detail in
Table 3. The results show that even though on average,
the test time increases by over 10X compared to [4],
it is still quite low in a BIST environment, where fre-
quencies of 500 MHz are becoming common. This can
however, potentially lead to high power consumption
in system-on-a-chip, where BIST may be applied con-
currently to multiple cores. One way to address this
problem is to use SOC test scheduling methods, such
as the approach presented in [12]. In a typical SOC
with multiple cores, a combination of BIST and exter-
nal testing is used. In order to limit power consump-
tion during testing, we use the fact that since external
patterns are applied at a slower tester frequency, BIST
tests for any given core can be overlapped with external
testing of another core.

As discussed in Section 2, the porposed test architec-
ture allows BIST to be combined with external testing
using slower testers. The seeds can be stored in the
tester memory and serially loaded into the TRC. The
patterns derived from the seeds are then applied to the
CUT. This obviates the need for storing seeds on-chip
and therefore reduces BIST overhead substantially; yet
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Table 3. Comparison of the testing time for proposed method compared to [4] for Atalanta test sets.

ISCAS 89 Number of Number of clock Number of clock Test timea Test timea

circuit inputs(n) cycles (2n2s + ns + ns) cycles [4] (4ns) (µs) [4] (µs)

s349 24 3600 384 7.20 0.77

s386 13 2184 156 4.37 0.31

s420 24 20160 1820 43.20 3.64

s510 25 6500 500 13.0 1.00

s526 24 8400 1056 16.8 2.12

s641 54 35640 2376 71.28 4.752

s713 54 47520 2592 95.04 5.184

s820 23 9936 1656 19.872 3.312

s838 67 149343 8576 298.69 17.152

s953 45 37260 3420 74.52 6.84

s1196 32 35904 4992 71.81 9.984

s1238 32 33792 3840 67.58 7.68

s9234 247 4.04 × 106 N/A 8.09 ms N/A

aClock frequency is assumed to be 500 MHz.

the increase in testing time (as shown in Table 4) is in
most cases insignificant. Even when this increase ex-
ceeds 10%, the overall testing time is still less than
1 ms.

We found from our experiments that the fraction of
don’t-cares in the test set TD has a major impact on the
number of seeds that are required for embedding. In
order to investigate this issue further, we define α =

Table 4. Test application times for the benchmark circuits with Atalanta test sets when external testing is combined with BIST.

Percentage
ISCAS 89 Number of BIST Number of external BIST timea External testb Total test increase
circuit cycles (2n2s + ns) test cycles (ns) (µs) (µs) time t (µs) in t

s349 3528 72 7.06 1.44 8.50 18

s386 2106 78 4.21 1.56 5.77 32.04

s420 19880 280 39.76 5.6 45.36 5.0

s510 6375 125 12.75 2.5 15.25 17.3

s526 8232 168 16.46 3.36 19.82 17.80

s641 35316 324 70.63 6.48 77.11 8.18

s713 47088 432 94.18 8.64 102.82 8.19

s820 9729 207 19.46 4.14 23.60 18.76

s838 135675 13668 271.35 273.36 544.7 82.37

s1196 35360 544 70.62 10.88 81.6 13.63

s1238 33280 512 66.56 10.24 76.80 13.64

s9234 6.11 × 106 12350 12.23 ms 247 12.48 ms 1.88

aBIST frequency: 500 MHz.
bTester frequency: 50 MHz.

φ/mn as the fraction of don’t-care bits in TD (φ is the
number of don’t-cares) and β = s/m as the ratio of the
number of seeds to the size of the test set. We observed
a strong correlation between these two parameters—
in general, β tends to decrease with an increase
in α. For the ISCAS 85 circuits, the test sets con-
tain fewer don’t-cares, hence test set embedding using
a TRC is less effective in these cases. However, for the
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Fig. 10. Variation of α with β for the Mintest test sets (a) with
dynamic compaction (b) without dynamic compaction.

ISCAS 89 circuits, α is significantly higher, hence these
circuits tend to require fewer seeds. Fig. 10 presents
scatter plots illustrating this observation.

This empirical observation can be used to evaluate
the suitability of a test set for embedding. It appears
that for test sets for which α is higher than a certain
threshold, TRC-based test set embedding should not
be attempted. We are currently investigating this issue
further to determine the threshold value and to quantify
the relationship between α and β.

Finally, we draw the following interesting conclu-
sion from the experimental results on the number of
seeds required for test set embedding. If the seeds are

stored in tester memory, then our results demonstrate
that test set compaction may not always be necessary
during automatic test pattern generation (ATPG). The
seeds can be viewed as an efficient encoding of the test
set obtained without compaction. In all the cases that
we consider, the number of seeds is much less than the
size of the smallest test set known for these circuits. In
Table 5, we compare the amount of test data obtained
using ATPG compaction to the amount of test data ob-
tained by generating seeds for the test sets obtained
without dynamic compaction. Almost 10X reduction
in memory is achieved if only the seeds are stored in
tester memory.

5. Conclusion

We have presented a new architecture for test-per-
clock BIST based on the twisted-ring counter (TRC).
The proposed approach is especially suitable for high-
performance designs since it does not add any mapping
logic to critical functional paths. It is also useful for
core-level BIST since it does not require access to a
gate-level model of the CUT.

Test patterns are generated on-chip by carefully re-
seeding the TRC. For every seed that is serially loaded
into the TRC, O(n2) test patterns are applied to an
n-input CUT. We have shown that a small number of
seeds is adequate for generating test sequences that
embed complete test sets for the ISCAS benchmark
circuits. We have also shown that the pattern effi-
ciency η is almost one for this test architecture; in
fact, η asymptotically approaches one as n increases.
Thus, not only do we achieve complete coverage of
modeled faults, but we also increase the likelihood
of detecting non-modeled faults by applying a large
number of patterns to the CUT. In future work, we
expect to show that modeled faults are detected mul-
tiple times by patterns in TRC sequences; such n-
detect tests are known to be effective for detecting de-
fects that are not modeled by classical fault models
[16].

A limitation of the proposed method is that it cannot
be used to embed test sequences for sequential circuits,
in which the ordering of the patterns must be preserved
exactly. Nevertheless, this technique can be easily ex-
tended to embed two-pattern tests for delay faults. One
way to do this is to use an enhanced-scan architecture
[6], and view the concatenation of the two patterns in
a vector pair as a single composite pattern. For a cir-
cuit with n primary inputs, we now have a 2n-bit TRC
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Table 5. Comparison between TRC encoding and test set compaction during ATPG.

TRC Reseeding ATPG compaction

ISCAS 89 Number of Size of encoded Number of Size of
circuit seeds test set (bits) patterns (compacted) test set (bits)

Percentage reduction
in tester
memory

s349 3 72 23 552 86.96

s386 9 117 63 819 85.71

s420 9 315 43 1505 79.07

s510 4 100 54 1350 92.59

s526 7 168 49 1176 85.71

s641 6 324 21 1134 71.43

s713 8 432 21 1134 61.90

s820 11 253 93 2139 88.17

s832 11 253 94 2162 88.29

s838 31 2077 75 5025 58.67

s953 8 360 76 3420 89.47

s1196 15 480 113 3616 86.73

s1238 25 800 121 3872 79.34

s5378 18 3852 97 20758 81.44

s9234 50 12350 105 25935 52.38

s13207 2 1400 234 163800 99.15

s15850 11 6721 95 58045 88.42

s38417 19 31616 68 113152 72.06

s38584 22 32208 110 161040 80.0

and TRC sequences can be used to embed composite
patterns.

Instead of being stored on-chip, the seed patterns can
also be scanned in using a low-cost, slower tester. The
seeds can be viewed as an encoding of the test set that
is stored in tester memory. Our experimental results
demonstrate that test set compaction may not always
be necessary during automatic test pattern generation.
In all the cases that we consider, the number of seeds
is much less (10X) than the size of the smallest test set
known for these circuits. During testing, the patterns
derived from the seeds can be applied test-per-clock to
the CUT. This allows us to effectively combine high-
quality BIST with external testing using slow testers.
We have shown that near-ideal pattern efficiency is
achieved even if the seeds are stored in tester memory;
furthermore, the increase in testing time is insignifi-
cant. As the cost of high-speed testers increases, test
methodologies that facilitate testing using slow testers
become especially important. The proposed approach
presents a step in that direction.
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